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52% of 
field service 
companies 
are still buried 
in manual 
processes

The field service industry today 
is ripe with opportunity.

With over  20  million field technicians* 
operating worldwide, industries from 
HVAC to power and energy to healthcare 
to manufacturing are seeing surges 
in demand as organizations look to 
modernize, automate, and transform 
their businesses through equipment and 
technology.

Every organization with remote service 
teams understands the challenge of 
orchestrating the dozens of moving 
parts that come with it; from routing and 
scheduling service appointments to the 
tedious administrative tasks between 
the field, office, and customers that slow 
everything down.

And while many companies have to 
manage teams of people and maximize 
their productivity and effectiveness, the art 
and science of field service management 
– and the unique challenges it surfaces - 
requires a different approach.

An astonishing 52% of field service 
companies* are still buried in manual 
processes, shuffling paper and clipboards 
and creating massive frustration both 
for their field teams and management. 
Inefficiencies abound, and in an industry 
where time is money, that means lost 
revenue, too. 

The Solution?
Modernizing and digitizing core operational 
practices for field service management to optimize 
what’s happening in the field, streamline knowledge 
and process for the management office, and 
maximize the dollars that any organization can 
bring in the door.

* Mordor Intelligence, 2020; Field Technologies Online, 2017

https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/field-service-management-market
https://www.fieldtechnologiesonline.com/doc/stats-that-will-have-you-rethinking-how-you-do-field-service-0001
https://www.fieldtechnologiesonline.com/doc/stats-that-will-have-you-rethinking-how-you-do-field-service-0001
https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/field-service-management-market
https://www.fieldtechnologiesonline.com/doc/stats-that-will-have-you-rethinking-how-you-do-field-service-0001
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The Challenge: 
Modernizing Field 
Service

On the surface, the challenges 
in field service can feel like 
technology or process problems. 
In fact, 40% of field service 
providers* say that their current 
technology infrastructure is 
insufficient for their needs.

As a result, many organizations 
throw technology at the 
challenge, implementing field 
service management software 
solutions – sometimes multiple 
solutions at once – that only 
serve to further complicate the 
issue. Ideally, Field Service 
Management (FSM) software 
should help companies better 
manage resources, more clearly 
and consistently communicate 
with field employees, and help 
managers understand what’s 
working and what’s not so they 
can address the gaps in their 
operations.

But too often, software ends 
up overly complex and far 
too cumbersome for small to 
midsized businesses or regional 
divisions managing fleets of 10 
to 20 trucks. Critical data ends 

up siloed between systems, 
field teams find the technology 
cumbersome to use, only 
a fraction of the software 
capabilities actually get used, 
and managers still have to try 
to connect the dots between 
technologies to understand 
where and when inefficiencies 
are happening. 

The underlying challenges for 
most field service organizations 
fall under three categories:

40% of 
Field Service 
Providers 
Say That 
They 
Have an 
Insufficient 
Technology 
Infastructure 

Customers

Technicians

Management

* Aberdeen, 2017
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https://aberdeen.canto.com/pdfviewer/viewer/viewer.html?v=AberdeenResearchHub&portalType=v%2FAberdeenResearchHub&column=document&id=omtp4puq3d5lh28fc3g445qn16&suffix=pdf
https://aberdeen.canto.com/pdfviewer/viewer/viewer.html?v=AberdeenResearchHub&portalType=v%2FAberdeenResearchHub&column=document&id=omtp4puq3d5lh28fc3g445qn16&suffix=pdf
https://aberdeen.canto.com/pdfviewer/viewer/viewer.html?v=AberdeenResearchHub&portalType=v%2FAberdeenResearchHub&column=document&id=omtp4puq3d5lh28fc3g445qn16&suffix=pdf
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Customer satisfaction shortfalls.
Today’s customers have high expectations for their service experience. They’re looking 
for consistent and seamless service delivery, clear and transparent communication from 
their providers from contract to repair and are more insistent than ever that their problems 
are fixed right the first time. And in an era when customer retention and growth is critical 
to driving and preserving revenue, addressing friction in the customer experience is 
paramount.

Technician and agent frustrations. 
Field service is demanding work and service organizations need to help their agents and 
technicians do what they do best: apply their expertise to solve customer problems. But 
many techs end up having to wear too many hats. They’re navigating communication 
confusion between sales reps and customers, tracking their time and activity in the field, 
dealing with inaccurate inventory that leaves them unprepared on site, and wasting time 
shuffling paperwork or adhering to antiquated processes. 

Management and organizational blind 
spots.
Understanding what’s working and what’s not is at the center of managing a service 
organization. And while every business works to maximize revenue by increasingly 
offering comprehensive and more consultative services to customers, managers are 
tasked with analysis and reporting on results, capturing and transferring tribal knowledge 
from retiring workforces, and streamlining inefficient processes to increase productivity 
and capacity for the whole organization.

01 

03 

02 
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FSM software is an important solution for many businesses, 
but it should solve the right problems rather than create more.

At its best, FSM increases service revenue profitability, and 
streamlines communication and processes while helping your 
field teams organize and manage their service calls as quickly 
and efficiently as possible. Most companies should seek out 
technology solutions that tackle the black hole of productivity 
in field service: the administrative tasks that result in so 
much wasted time for skilled workforces.

The Solution:
Simplified and Integrated Tech

01 02

The right technology – lightweight, elegant, and designed for a mobile field workforce 
– can help bridge the right gaps without becoming a management problem itself 
and empower everyone in the organization, both inside and outside the office. 
Here’s how.

Asset & Inventory 
Management

Work Order & Document 
Management

Accurate work orders are the backbone 
of an efficient field service operation, so 
seek out technology that helps techs not 
only view comprehensive and clear work 
orders on the go, but pull up a complete 
view of a customer’s profile and history 
through direct integration with your CRM 
on their mobile device. Giving teams 
access to any other documentation 
they need – including service manuals, 
safety guides, photos, notes or videos 
housed on your cloud storage solutions 
– can also help make every appointment 
seamless.

Allowing your field service fleet to be 
consultative and customer-focused in 
the field means taking the friction out of 
the service process and reducing every 
margin for error. Managing parts and 
asset inventory in real-time and giving 
technicians mobile visibility into what’s 
available to them means a higher first-
time fix (FTF) rate, more efficient calls, 
and happier customers. Managers 
can keep track of inventory levels and 
deployment so maintaining supply levels 
is fast and accurate.
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FSM Ecosystem 

The seemingly straightforward task of 
scheduling service appointments can 
become a tangle of whiteboards and 
emails and paper printouts between 
the office and the field. But a solid FSM 
solution can help make scheduling clear 
and easy – even allowing administrative 
teams to drag, drop and shuffle 
appointments with a tap – and gives 
teams a real-time view of what’s in 
progress, what’s upcoming, and where 
there’s clear availability (or not) to add 
more capacity. Management teams can 
also track labour, travel, and break times 
for teams while on site so payroll and 
billing later is simple and easy.

Scheduling & Team 
Management

Reporting & Analysis

Management teams need clear line 
of sight into the data behind their field 
service organization, and too many are 
data rich but insight poor. They need 
to know the answers to important 
questions: Which services are profitable, 
and which are struggling to break even? 
Which technicians are maximizing 
their time in the field, and how can the 
business replicate that? Where are the 
sunk costs, the inefficient processes, 
and the patterns that surface in customer 
challenges or benefits? The right 
solution can help management teams 
bridge gaps, design effective solutions 
to problems, and shift their teams’ focus 
away from time-wasting tasks to revenue 
generation and customer satisfaction.

Invoicing & Payments

04

Accurate, real-time tracking of work 
orders, inventory, and job completion 
means that techs in the field can instantly 
send accurate invoices for each service 
appointment and even take signatures 
and payments right on site. Faster, 
more accurate billing that’s integrated 
with your accounting systems means 
accelerated cash flow for the business 
and providing the transparency and 
clarity that customers demand.

03
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Mapping & Routing

There’s nothing worse than a field 
team wasting time on the road driving 
to canceled appointments, getting 
stuck on roads clogged with traffic 
or construction, or otherwise wasting 
precious time traveling vs. providing 
service to customers. Accurate, 
GPS-driven mapping and routing 
technologies can help field teams find 
the most efficient route to each job and 
cluster appointments that are nearby, 
so they spend less time in transit and 
reduce everything from fuel costs to 
vehicle maintenance.

04
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The Impact:
Accelerating Revenue

Technology investments can sometimes seem daunting, but when they’re 
done right, they pay for themselves several times over, often within months*. 

Today’s most well-designed FSM platforms deliver clear return on investment 
through concrete, bottom-line benefits as well as qualitative improvements in 
customer satisfaction and revenue acceleration. 

* Gartner Research, 2014

Workforce 
Utilization

Customer
Satisfaction

System 
Integration

Field 
Engagement

Overview

01

03

02
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https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/2724619
https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/2724619
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Workforce Utilization

Customer Satisfaction & Growth

Saving hours of unproductive work time while simultaneously 
maximizing the knowledge, capacity and impact of your field 
service teams means your business can bring in more revenue 
with the same workforce. 

The right technology can help you reduce the time it takes from 
initial service call to getting a tech on site and reduce the average 
time it takes to repair failed equipment, and improve technician 
efficiency by as much as 60%*. Clear communication between 
the office and the field also means agents can fix problems on the 
first call, one of the most effective ways to keep costs down and 
improve the bottom line.

FSM software in the hands of your field service agents can make sure that 
each call is focused on customer needs instead of company processes and 
increase customer retention*.  Customers often cite SLA delivery as one 
of their chief reasons for satisfaction (or not!) with their service providers; 
they want to be sure that they receive the contracted services they agreed 
to with their rep, and that they’re performed quickly, accurately, and on time. 

Arming technicians with mobile technology can help them deliver the 
service as promised, but also easily identify opportunities for cross-sell, 
upsell, and additional service-based sales opportunities to drive  the 

+ 60% 
Technician 
Efficiency

all-important growth from existing customers. 

* Gartner Research, 2014; Hitachi Solutions

https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/2724619
https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/2724619
https://us.hitachi-solutions.com/blog/top-field-service-trends/
https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/2724619
https://global.hitachi-solutions.com/500?aspxerrorpath=/blog/top-field-service-trends
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System Integration

Managing multiple disparate software systems ends up creating new 
problems for both field teams and the management teams that are 
accountable for the results.

Well-integrated FSM platforms can quickly and easily add capabilities 
and value to the existing systems you’ve invested in – core technologies 
like CRM, accounting/billing and document management – so that they 
can all work together like a well-oiled machine. Your in-field teams will 
spend less time hunting down information, they’ll get a more complete 
view of each customer and account, and management teams will have 
a comprehensive view of the service organization that helps them make 
key investments and improvements to lower costs and drive revenue.

Perhaps one of the most important investments any organization 
can make is the continuous education, upskilling and training  of their
 

Cloud-based and mobile-enabled field service management can 
improve communication between the office and the field so that 
information is consistent, accurate, and up to date. And capturing the 
learnings from each customer engagement means that management 
teams can better share “best in class” approaches, improve their 
education and training programs, and keep pace with ever-evolving 
customer demands to maintain their company’s competitive edge. 

Field Engagement & Education

field service teams.

Comprehensive
View of the 
Organization to 
Help Make Key 
Investments
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Founded by professionals with deep 
experience in the field service industry, 
ServiceEcho is field service made simple.

Our streamlined and mobile-first FSM 
solution puts invoicing, scheduling, routing 
and more right into the palm of your 
employees’ hands on iOS or Android, 
whether they’re in the office or out in the 
field. By drastically reducing tedious day-
to-day tasks, ServiceEcho helps you 
serve your customers better, keeps your 
technicians focused on doing what they do 
best, and helps your managers understand 
how to design your business so that it can 
succeed and grow.

Like you, we know our customers are 
the lifeblood of our business, so we’re 
relentlessly focused on your success. From 
thorough onboarding and training on our 
software to on-demand support through 
our customer portal, we want to make sure 
you get the most out of your investment 
in ServiceEcho and can use it to its fullest 
potential to accelerate your business. We 

work with businesses across a number of diverse 
industries – from oil and gas to energy, HVAC, 
transportation and facility services – to help them 
optimize their service processes and help their 
field service teams. 

ServiceEcho:
Who We Are

Simply visit www.serviceecho.com for 
more on how our field service management 
technology can work hard for you.

ServiceEcho Mobile

https://serviceecho.com/
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229 Yonge St, Toronto ON
sales@serviceecho.com

+1 (647) 256-1334            
www.serviceecho.com

https://twitter.com/serviceecho
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jbbmobile-inc-/
https://www.facebook.com/ServiceEcho/
http://www.serviceecho.com

